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hospitalization and mortality rate (Gathmann et al., 2020; Bloemen et al., 2018; Kuhn et al., 2009)
I For the spouse: higher physical and mental health problems and mortality for the
spouses (Gathmann et al., 2020; Bubonya et al., 2017; Bloemen et al., 2018) and more divorce (Eliason,
2012)

I Chaotic environment with higher separation rates and more mental health
problems of the parents are risk factors for mental health problems among children
(Faraone et al., 2015; Marsh et al., 2020)
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I Half of psychiatric problems occurs before age fourteen. Prevalence rates are high;
around 12.8% in Europe and 17% in the United states.
I ”Research linking economic conditions and health largely ignores children’s mental
health problems” (Golberstein et al., 2016)
I There are a few works on the early life circumstances (mostly prenatal or
contemporaneous effects) (e.g. see Persson and Rossin-Slater (2018); Adhvaryu et al. (2019); Golberstein
et al. (2016))

I In general, causal research link between early-life circumstances and childhood
mental health problems is scarce
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Overview
I We test the hypothesis that early-life exposure to parental job loss leads to later
childhood mental health problems
I Firm closure induced job losses
I We find that paternal job loss in early childhood (below age five) increases
probability of mental-health medication consumption in later childhood (age five
to twelve).
I We do not find similar effects for maternal job loss
I We provide evidence that income drop cannot explain our findings, and chaotic
family environment is the likely pathway
I Our findings
I Contribute to our understanding on job loss effects
I Provide evidence that postnatal environment matters for future mental health status
I Add to the limited understanding of missing middle years (Almond et al., 2018)
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I Dutch individual data from 1999 to 2017 (including basic characteristics, SES
variables, employee and employer level data, place of residence)
I Treatment: children below age five facing a parental job loss
I Control: children at the same age having parents working in firms of similar size.
A pseudo job loss date is assigned.
I Compare them later in terms of mental health medicine consumption
I We split the sample into paternal and maternal job loss
I We end up with around 767,000 in the control group and around 56,000 in the
treatment group for the paternal job loss
I around 368,000 in the control group and around 34,000 in the treatment group for
the maternal job loss
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Method
I We do the analysis separately for mothers and fathers
I We run the following regression:
yi = α + β ti + γXi + θ Ei + λ Si + εi

(1)

Xi is a vector of basic characteristics (cohort of birth dummies, gender of the
child, age of parents etc.)
Ei includes employment information (dummies for the year of job loss, tenure of
the dismissed parent, dummies for the size of the firm, dummies for sector of the
firm etc.)
Si includes the socioeconomic status information of the household (salary of the
dismissed parent before the job loss, average household income in the
neighborhood etc.)
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I Different sets of control variables
I Different criteria for the sample (different firm sizes, different tenure)
I Using non-linear methods
I Placebo regression
I Treatment children: they will face a parental job loss in the future. Control:
constructed in the same way.
I This show pre-existing differences
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Mechanisms: Income Drop

I The household income drop is small (less than 3%) but persistent
I Health care is free for the minors, and there are protective rules to support the
households against (income) effects of job loss
I We split the sample by the main breadwinner of the household before the job loss
I The income shock for the household is smaller when the breadwinner is the spouse
I Bertrand et al. (2015) shows that mixed-gender relationships with higher income gaps
(female-male) are less stable, and in those relationships, satisfaction indicators are
lower. Foster and Stratton (2018) also note similar findings.
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Mechanisms: Family Environment

I Family environment is a risk factor for mental health of the children including
ADHD (Banerjee et al., 2007; Faraone et al., 2015).
I We use parents separation as a proxy for chaotic family environment. However,
depending on the context not always relationship dissatisfaction translates into
separation Foster and Stratton (2018).
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Other Mechanisms

I These children on average live in poorer neighborhoods
I These parents have worse mental health measures (medication uptake)
I We are planning to merge a subsample of our study to a survey to study:
I Time investment of the parents
I Actual behavioral changes of the parents

I We focus on education performance of the children as mental health problems and
especially ADHD is correlated with worse school performance (Currie and Almond,
2011).
I We provide evidence that children experienced early-life paternal job loss perform
worse in their education later in high school
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Conclusion
I We find evidence that an early-life paternal job loss leads to more mental health
medication uptake later in childhood. We do not find similar patterns for the
maternal job loss.
I Our findings are in line with the findings in job loss literature that job loss effects
are gender specific.
I We find evidence that the income drop channel is not a likely reason to explain
our findings
I Our findings
I Contribute to our understanding on job loss effects
I Provide evidence that postnatal environment matters for future mental health status
I Help to understand the missing middle mechanisms to adulthood outcome
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Appendix: More (Mis)diagnosis?
Probability of Studying in the Education Tracks
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